
 

 

 
  

White Label & Custom 

Soap Manufacture 
If you’d like to offer your customers a high-quality natural soap, 

crafted right here in the Middle East - we think we can help.  

The Camel Soap Factory provides a variety of white label and 

customised soap options to meet your needs. 
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LET THE CAMEL SOAP FACTORY BE YOUR SOAP FACTORY 
 
We specialize in high quality soap manufacture, containing natural ingredients. Whether you start with one of our existing 
hand-crafted or milled soap bases or require a customised soap that meets your specific requirements, we have the expertise 
and experience to help. 
 
In just five easy steps, we can help you to design your own customised soap. 

STEP 1. DECIDE ON HANDMADE OR MILLED, AT THE CAMEL SOAP FACTORY WE MAKE BOTH. 

 
Handmade Cold Process Soaps 
 
Our handmade cold-process soaps are made the old-
fashioned way: - with love and careful attention to 
quality. We use no machines, instead we handcraft in 
small batches using the centuries old cold process 
method. We use no heat in making our soaps which 
ensures that none of the goodness and healing 
properties of our pure ingredients is destroyed.  
 
As with many good things in life, the cold process 
method is really quite simple. We mix our oils and fresh 
camel milk together with a saponification agent which 
starts the process of turning these raw ingredients into 
our gorgeous soaps. As the raw ingredients start their 
journey to becoming a natural soap (a process known 
as saponification), we gently blend in the finest natural 
essential oils that give our soaps their fabulous 
fragrance and aromatherapy properties.  
 
Once the ingredients are blended, and while still in 
liquid form, the mixture is poured into large square 
moulds in which the liquid will settle and solidify. Once 
solidified, the soap is turned out and the blocks are 
hand cut to size and your logo stamped. At this stage 
the bars are moved into a climate controlled drying 
room in which they are left for four weeks to air dry and 
harden.  
 
Only once the bars are cured, and only if we’re 
completely satisfied with the quality of the batch, are 
they hand packed into your packaging.  
 
Things to consider when deciding to go handmade: 
 
• These are the gentlest soaps for the skin and if 

you’re looking to sell a natural product then this is 
a great option. 

• Cold process soaps are soft soaps compared to the 
commercial ones you may have used in the past. 
Drying out on a good soap dish between uses, will 
really extend their life.  

• The soaps are made by hand, therefore there are 
limits to how many can be produced at a time. You 
should bear this in mind in terms of your future 

business and your target market. We are unique as 
a company in being able to offer extensive 
handmade options and volumes. 

• Not all fragrances work with cold process soaps, so 
if you have your own fragrance, we would need to 
test that it is compatible with the cold process 
soap. 

• The soaps can be poured either into large moulds, 
which are then cut into bars, or we can pour into 
smaller moulds for single soaps. The small molded 
soaps can reflect different shapes but can be costly 
as each soap needs to be hand poured. This also 
limits the volumes that can be made at any one 
time but will give you your own unique shape. We 
can help put you in touch with mould makers if this 
is route you wish to take. 

 
Milled soaps 
 
The initial chemical saponification process is the same, 
but we start the process with a high quality pre-made 
base. This makes the process a little more cost 
effective, especially for larger volumes. Fragrances and 
colours are also added at the beginning of the milling 
process which means it is easier to incorporate your 
fragrance into the soap. This way, by the time it comes 
to the milling, the added ingredients are well mixed and 
evenly distributed. 
 
To smooth it out and ensure a hard and luxurious 
texture, the base is put through our milling machines 
and turned into a soap bar. It is an artful process.  
 
In a nutshell, here are the differences between a milled 
soap and a handmade soap. 
• The milled soap is smoother and more refined than 

a handmade soap 

• Milled soap is denser and consequently lasts longer 
than a handmade bar 

• Each bar will be consistent in colour, fragrance and 
texture 

• As the soap is processed mechanically, cutting and 
stamping can be automated which allows for larger 
batch sizes to be made. 
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STEP 2. SELECT FROM ONE OF OUR STANDARD SOAP BASES. 

 

Handmade Cold Process Soaps 
 
For your convenience, we’ve formulated three standard 
soap bases that have been tried and tested.  

Milled soaps 
 
We stock two standard bases for milled soaps. As part of 
our commitment to sustainability and the environment, 
all bases are sourced from sustainable sources. 
 

Pure and Simple: A mild and moisturising soap base that 
is formulated from the finest food grade Olive Oil. With 
its roots in the very traditions of soap-making our Pure 
and Simple soap base is a low-foaming, soap, but one 
that is particularly gentle and suitable for daily use on 
hands, body and face. 

Palm Free: We are very unique in being able to offer a 
palm oil free base which is based on rapeseed, sunflower 
and coconut. This beautiful base is an off- white colour 
and produces a long-lasting hard bar. 
 

Foaming: We add coconut oil to our pure and simple 
soap base to deliver a harder, longer lasting and higher 
foaming soap. Still gentle and moisturising, our foaming 
soap base is ideal for everyday home use. 

Palm based: We also offer RSPO certified palm oil/palm 
kernel base. This has cost advantages over the palm-free 
base. It is an off-white coloured base which offers a great 
lather. 
 
 

Moisturising: With added shea-butter, our moisturising 
soap base is our most popular.  A hard and long-lasting 
soap with a rich lather that nourishes and protects the 
skin from harsh climates. It’s the perfect soap with which 
to wow your customers. 

Both bases contain chelates for stability and 
preservation. 

+ Camel Milk. Our most luxurious recipes include locally sourced fresh camel milk or high-quality dried milk powder. 
Rich in lanolin and skin pampering nutrients including Alpha Hydroxy Acids and Antioxidants, camel milk helps to 
nourish the skin, lock in its natural moisture and keep it looking young and fresh. 
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STEP 3. CHOOSE YOUR AROMAS OR CREATE YOUR OWN. 

 
We use only the purest essential oils, carefully chosen for their skin benefits, to create our own aromas. We keep a 
standard set of essential oils in stock but can source others on your behalf should you require and can and assist you to 
create your own blend. 

If you have your own aroma, either an essential oil blend or a fragrance, that you’d like to use in your soap, we can do 
this. We do suggest that we conduct stability tests of the aroma in your chosen soap base as the saponification process 
can modify the scent and some essential oils and fragrances can cause the soap base to behave in unpredictable ways. 

We typically hold stock of essential oils is shown below, but please check with us as this list does vary.  

• Amyris Oil  • Lavender 40/42 

• Bergamot Oil • Lemongrass Oil  

• Black Cumin Seed Oil  • Lemon Oil  

• Black Pepper Oil • Mandarin Oil 

• Cedarwood Oil  • Palmarosa Oil  

• Cinnamon Leaf Oil  • Patchouli Oil 

• Coriander Russian Oi • Peppermint Oil 

• Cypress Oil • Rosemary Oil 

• Elemi Oil • Rose Geranium Oil  

• Eucalyptus Oil  • Sweet Orange Oil 

• Grapefruit Oil  • Tea Tree Oil 

• Ho Wood Oil  

 

In addition to our essential oils, we also keep a supply of fragrances that can be added to your soap. These include: 

• Mukhallat • Aromatic Wood 

• Musk • Oud 
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STEP 4. ADD ANY SPECIAL INGREDIENTS. 

 
We’ve created many custom soaps which include special ingredients, including Activated Charcoal, Himalayan Salt and 
Spirulina. Discuss your ideas with us and we’ll help to make them real. 

 

STEP 5. DECIDE ON THE SIZE AND LOOK OF YOUR SOAP BAR. 

 
Your final step is deciding the size you’d like your soap cut to. We provide a standard set of sizes that can be used  

If you require, we can also stamp a logo into the soap. You provide your logo or design, and we’ll have the stamp 
manufactured ready to personalize your very own soap.  

HOW WE PRICE OUR CUSTOMIZATION SERVICES 
 
Our pricing is based on the specific choices you make in creating your soap and the quantity and frequency of 
manufacture that you require. Please contact us for a comprehensive quotation. 

We do not specifically become involved with the design of your packaging; however, we are in contact with a number 
of designers with packaging experience and are happy to connect you with them. 

Five easy steps to a personalised soap that reflects your brand, your vision. 
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ABOUT THE CAMEL SOAP FACTORY 
 

The Camel Soap Factory is based in the UAE and offers a range of natural skincare products. Inspired by the traditions 
of Arabia, our products are kind to your skin and to the environment, incorporating regional ingredients that pay 
homage to the essence of Arabia. 

While we are the world’s largest manufacturer of natural soaps made with fresh camel milk, we delight in delivering a 
personal experience to you. We offer you a contemporary take on the traditions of Arabia, wherever you are in the 
world and whatever your product. 

Despite its rapid growth trajectory, The Camel Soap Factory remains committed to producing handcrafted, natural, 
ethically produced and environmentally friendly products of the highest quality. 
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Units D01-D02  
Light Industrial Units Phase 6 Dubai 
Silicon Oasis, Dubai 
P O Box 391584, Dubai, UAE 

T + 971 4 393 1312 
thecamelsoapfactory.com 

#freshfromthedesert 
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